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Abstract We investigate the chiral (flavor) structure of
tetraquarks, and study chiral transformation properties of the
“non-exotic” [(3¯,3)⊕ (3, 3¯)] and [(8,1)⊕ (1,8)] tetraquark
chiral multiplets. We find that as long as this kind of
tetraquark states contains one quark and one antiquark hav-
ing the same chirality, such as qLqLq¯Lq¯R +qRqRq¯Rq¯L, they
transform in the same way as the lowest level q¯q chiral
multiplets under chiral transformations. There is only one
[(3¯,3)⊕(3, 3¯)] chiral multiplet whose quark-antiquark pairs
all have the opposite chirality (qLqLq¯Rq¯R + qRqRq¯Lq¯L),
and it transforms differently from others. Based on these
studies, we construct local tetraquark currents belonging to
the “non-exotic” chiral multiplet [(3¯,3)⊕ (3, 3¯)] and having
quantum numbers JPC = 1−+.
1 Introduction
The spontaneously breaking of chiral symmetry is one of
the key issues to understand the nonlinear behaviors of the
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) at the low energy region
as well as the mass of hadrons [1–14]. To describe the chi-
ral symmetry we use the SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R chiral group,
which spontaneously breaks to the SU(3)V group and pro-
duces eight Goldstone bosons, the pseudoscalar mesons π ,
K and η8. To study this chiral group we can use an algebraic
method, and perform chiral transformations to study the chi-
ral structure of hadrons [10–18]. During this process the chi-
ral representation itself is not changed. For example, we can
perform chiral transformations on baryons belonging to the
[(6,3) ⊕ (3,6)] chiral representation, and the transformed
ones still belong to the same representation. So the chiral
symmetry is “closed” under chiral transformations.
The study of exotic hadrons is another interesting subject
[19–37]. Hadrons having exotic structures are called exotica,
such as hybrid states, glueballs, tetraquark states and molec-
ular states, etc. The existence of exotic hadrons is not for-
bidden by QCD. However, there are quite a few experiments
a e-mail: hxchen@buaa.edu.cn
which have observed exotic hadrons. These observed exot-
ica are π1(1400), π1(1600) and π1(2015), etc. [38–47], but
still they do not have an exotic flavor structure. Hence, the
exotic flavor structure seems missing in our world. The chi-
ral symmetry has been studied by lots of physicists, but the
chiral structure of exotic hadrons has not been investigated
by so many physicists yet. Since there are always multi-
quark components in the Fock space expansion of physical
hadron states, it is worth studying what remains unchanged
in this expansion.
Here we would like to propose that the “closed” chi-
ral symmetry may be related to the missing of the exotic
flavor structure. Take the lowest level chiral multiplet (σ ,
π ) as an example. Here we assume that they belong to the
[(3, 3¯) + (3¯,3)] chiral representation. Their behaviors un-
der the U(1)V , U(1)A, SU(3)V and SU(3)A chiral transfor-
mations reflect their scattering properties with the revelent
pseudoscalar mesons. Since the transformed fields still be-
long to the same representation, the final states of this scat-
tering should also belong to this chiral multiplet. They can
be higher lever chiral multiplets, such as (ρ, a1), but they
still have a non-exotic flavor structure.
Take the meson f1 of JPC = 1++ as another example.
We use the interpolating field Jμ = q¯γμγ5q as the lowest
level term, which can couple to f1. It belongs to the chiral
representation [(8,1)+(1,8)]. Its full Fock space expansion
can be written as:




〉 + |q¯γμγ5qq¯q〉 + · · · , (1)
where latter terms can be obtained by properly adding a chi-
ral singlet quark–antiquark pair or a (chiral singlet) gluon
to some former terms. All these terms belong to the same
[(8,1) + (1,8)] chiral multiplet. Chiral transformations do
not change this chiral representation, and so there are no ex-
otic flavor structures in this expansion. However, the third
term q¯γμγ5qq¯q can be transformed to q¯γμγ5qq¯γ5q , which
can have exotic quantum numbers JPC = 1−+ and so can
couple to the exotic meson π1. We note that the exotic flavor
structure may still exist, but then it can not be transformed
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to, nor transformed from, any term contained in the Fock
space expansion of ground mesons and baryons under chiral
transformations, i.e., it is not the chiral partner of any ob-
served physical hadron. This may make them difficult to be
observed.
In this paper we shall study the chiral structure of the
tetraquark state. We shall only consider the chiral (flavor)
degree of freedom and leave others undetermined, such as
the color, orbit and spin. These degrees of freedom can be
fixed in other models under proper assumptions. We shall
perform chiral transformations on the tetraquarks belonging
to the “non-exotic” [(3, 3¯) + (3¯,3)] and the [(8,1) + (1,8)]
chiral representations. Some of them contain one pair of
quark and antiquark which have the same chirality and are
combined to be a chiral singlet (q¯AL qAL + q¯ARqAR ). These
tetraquarks transform in the same way exactly as the low-
est level q¯q mesons belonging to the [(3, 3¯) + (3¯,3)] or
the [(8,1) + (1,8)] chiral multiplets, or their mirror mul-
tiplets. This seems to be trivial but the flavor indices need
to be organized in a proper way in order to construct a
tetraquark state belonging to these representations. Except
these [(3, 3¯) + (3¯,3)] and [(8,1) + (1,8)] chiral multi-
plets, there is only one [(3¯,3) + (3, 3¯)] chiral multiplet,
whose quark-antiquark pairs all have the opposite chiral-
ity (qLqLq¯Rq¯R + qRqRq¯Lq¯L), and it transforms differently
from other multiplets.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we study
the flavor structure of tetraquarks. In Sect. 3 we study the
chiral structure of tetraquarks. We separately investigate
tetraquarks belonging to the flavor singlet, flavor decuplet,
flavor anti-decuplet, flavor 27 and flavor octet. In Sect. 4
we study chiral transformations of the [(3, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯,3)] and
[(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)] chiral multiplets. Based on these studies, in
Sect. 5 we construct local tetraquark currents belonging to
the “non-exotic” chiral multiplet [(3¯,3)⊕ (3, 3¯)] and having
quantum numbers JPC = 1−+. Sect. 6 is a summary.
2 Flavor structure of tetraquark
The flavor structure of tetraquark is:
3 ⊗ 3 ⊗ 3¯ ⊗ 3¯
= (3¯ ⊕ 6) ⊗ (3 ⊕ 6¯)
= (3¯ ⊗ 3) ⊕ (3¯ ⊗ 6¯) ⊕ (6 ⊗ 3) ⊕ (6 ⊗ 6¯)
= (1 ⊕ 8) ⊕ (8 ⊕ 10) ⊕ (8 ⊕ 10) ⊕ (1 ⊕ 8 ⊕ 27). (2)
In our following calculation we shall use A,B,C, . . . to de-
note flavor indices. ABC is the totally anti-symmetric ten-
sor; SABCP (P = 1 . . .10) are the normalized totally symmet-
ric matrices; λN (N = 1 . . .8) are the Gell-Mann matrices;
SABCDU (U = 1 . . .27) are the matrices for the 27 flavor rep-
resentation. We show their non-zero components in Table 1.
The weight diagram of this representation is a hexagon with
three layers as shown in Fig. 1. In our definitions SABCD1
denotes the only one central point which is the inner layer,
SABCD2...8 denote the six points in the intermediate layer to-
gether with another point in the inner layer, and SABCD9...27 de-
note others twelve points in the outer layer together with
other six points in the intermediate layer and one point in













2 = 1, (3)
and the following commutation and orthogonality relations:














∣ = 0, for U = V. (4)
We can explicitly write down all the tetraquark flavor rep-
resentations shown in Eq. (2) using these definitions and no-
tations. We do this according to the flavor symmetries of
diquarks and antidiquarks:
1. When the diquark and the antidiquark both have the an-
tisymmetric flavor structure, i.e., the flavor representa-
tion of (qq)(q¯q¯) is 3¯ ⊗ 3, the flavor representations of
tetraquark can be singlet (S1) and octet (ON1 ):
S1 = ABECDE(qAqB)(q¯Cq¯D)
= (qAqB)(q¯Aq¯B − q¯B q¯A),
ON1 =
(
δACλDBN − δBCλDAN − δADλCBN + δBDλCAN
)
× (qAqB)(q¯Cq¯D)
= δACλDBN (qAqB − qBqA)(q¯Cq¯D − q¯Dq¯C).
(5)
2. When the diquark has the antisymmetric flavor struc-
ture and the antidiquark has the symmetric structure
(3¯(qq) ⊗ 6¯(q¯q¯)), the flavor representations of tetraquark




δACλDBN − δBCλDAN + δADλCBN − δBDλCAN
)
× (qAqB)(q¯Cq¯D)
= δACλDBN (qAqB − qBqA)(q¯Cq¯D + q¯Dq¯C),
DP = ABESCDEP (qAqB)(q¯Cq¯D).
(6)
3. When the diquark has the symmetric flavor structure and
the antidiquark has the antisymmetric structure (6(qq)⊗
3(q¯q¯)), the flavor representations of tetraquark can be
octet (ON3 ) and decuplet (DP ):
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Table 1 Non-zero components
of SABCDU
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Fig. 1 Weight diagram of the 27 flavor representation
ON3 =
(
δACλDBN + δBCλDAN − δADλCBN − δBDλCAN
)
× (qAqB)(q¯Cq¯D)
= δACλDBN (qAqB + qBqA)(q¯Cq¯D − q¯Dq¯C),
DP = SABEP CDE(qAqB)(q¯Cq¯D).
(7)
4. When the diquark and the antidiquark both have the sym-
metric flavor structure (6(qq) ⊗ 6¯(q¯q¯)), the flavor repre-
sentations of tetraquark can be singlet (S2), octet (ON4 )




= (qAqB)(q¯Aq¯B + q¯B q¯A),
ON4 =
(
δACλDBN + δBCλDAN + δADλCBN + δBDλCAN
)
× (qAqB)(q¯Cq¯D)
= δACλDBN (qAqB + qBqA)(q¯Cq¯D + q¯Dq¯C),
T U = SABCDU (qAqB)(q¯Cq¯D).
(8)
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Table 2 The chiral structure of tetraquarks
Tetraquark chirality Chiral multiplets Diquark symmetry (qq ⊗ q¯q¯)
qLqLq¯Lq¯L + qRqRq¯Rq¯R [(1,1) ⊕ (1,1)], [(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (1,3)
[(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)], [(10,1) ⊕ (1,10)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
[(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)], [(10,1) ⊕ (1,10)] (6,1) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (1,3)
[(1,1) ⊕ (1,1)], [(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)], [(27,1) ⊕ (1,27)] (6,1) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
qLqLq¯Lq¯R + qRqRq¯Rq¯L [(3, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯,3)], [(6¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯, 6¯)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
[(3, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯,3)], [(15, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯,15)] (6,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
qLqLq¯Rq¯R + qRqRq¯Lq¯L [(3¯,3) ⊕ (3, 3¯)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (1,3) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (3,1)
[(3¯, 6¯) ⊕ (6¯, 3¯)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (1, 6¯) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (6¯,1)
[(6,3) ⊕ (3,6)] (6,1) ⊗ (1,3) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (3,1)
[(6, 6¯) ⊕ (6¯,6)] (6,1) ⊗ (1, 6¯) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (6¯,1)
qLqRq¯Lq¯L + qRqLq¯Rq¯R [(3¯,3) ⊕ (3, 3¯)], [(6,3) ⊕ (3,6)] (3,3) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1,3)
[(3¯,3) ⊕ (3, 3¯)], [(15,3) ⊕ (3,15)] (3,3) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
qLqRq¯Lq¯R + qRqLq¯Rq¯L [(1,1) ⊕ (1,1)], [(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)] (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
[(1,8) ⊕ (8,1)], [(8,8) ⊕ (8,8)]
3 Chiral structure of tetraquark
Compared with its flavor structure, the chiral structure of the
tetraquark is more complicated:
(
(3,1) ⊕ (1,3))2 ⊗ ((3¯,1) ⊕ (1, 3¯))2
= ((3¯,1) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊕ (6,1) ⊕ (1,6) ⊕ (3,3) ⊕ (3,3))
⊗ ((3,1) ⊕ (1,3) ⊕ (6¯,1) ⊕ (1, 6¯) ⊕ (3¯, 3¯)
⊕ (3¯, 3¯)). (9)
We show its full expression in Table 2, where qL and qR de-
note the left-handed and right-handed quarks, respectively.
We note that the chiral structure of the tetraquark is always
like [(A,B) + (B,A)], since “left” and “right” can be inter-
changed in the QCD sector.
Using the same definitions and notations shown in the
previous section, we can explicitly write down these chiral
representations. Their explicit forms are shown in several ta-
bles. The flavor singlet tetraquarks are shown in Table 3, the
flavor decuplet, anti-decuplet and 27f tetraquarks are shown
in Table 4, and the flavor octet tetraquarks are shown in Ta-
ble 5. In these tables there are many exotic chiral multiplets,
such as the [(15,3) ⊕ (3,15)] chiral multiplet. In this pa-
per we shall not study these multiplets, but concentrate on
the “non-exotic” [(3¯,3) ⊕ (3, 3¯)] and [(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)] chiral
multiplets as well as their mirror multiplets, which have the
same chiral representations as the lowest level q¯q mesons.
From Tables 3 and 5 we find that there are altogether two
[(3, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯,3)] chiral multiplets T (3,3¯)1,2 and three [(3¯,3) ⊕
(3, 3¯)] multiplets T (3¯,3)3,4,5 . Each contains one singlet and one
octet tetraquarks:
T (3,3¯)/(3¯,3)i = (Si , Oi )T . (10)
The singlet and octet tetraquarks contain both the left-
handed and right-handed parts which can be written in the
following way in order to specify representations of the
chiral group SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R for simplicity, i.e., T =
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Table 3 The flavor singlet tetraquarks and their chiral structures
Tetraquarks Total expression Chiral rep. Diquark symmetry (qq ⊗ q¯q¯)
S(1,1) ABECDE(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DR ) [(1,1) + (1,1)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (1,3)
S(1,1) (δACδBD + δADδBC)(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DR ) [(1,1) + (1,1)] (6,1) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
S(1,1) δACδBD(qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DL ) [(1,1) + (1,1)] (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
S(8,8) λACN λBDN (qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DL ) [(8,8) + (8,8)] (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
S(3,3¯) ABECDE(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DL ) [(3, 3¯) + (3¯,3)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
S(3,3¯) (δACδBD + δBCδAD)(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DL ) [(3, 3¯) + (3¯,3)] (6,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
S(3¯,3) ABECDE(qAL qBL q¯CR q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CL q¯DL ) [(3¯,3) + (3, 3¯)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (1,3) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (3,1)
S(3¯,3) ABECDE(qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DR ) [(3¯,3) + (3, 3¯)] (3,3) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1,3)
S(3¯,3) (δACδBD + δADδBC)(qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DR ) [(3¯,3) + (3, 3¯)] (3,3) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
S(6,6¯) (δACδBD + δADδBC)(qAL qBL q¯CR q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CL q¯DL ) [(6, 6¯) + (6¯,6)] (6,1) ⊗ (1, 6¯) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (6¯,1)
Table 4 The flavor decuplet, anti-decuplet and 27f tetraquarks and their chiral structures
Tetraquarks Total expression Chiral rep. Diquark symmetry (qq ⊗ q¯q¯)
D(10,1) SABEP CDE(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DR ) [(10,1) + (1,10)] (6,1) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (1,3)
D(15,3¯) SABEP CDE(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DL ) [(15, 3¯) + (3¯,15)] (6,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
D(6,3) SABEP CDE(qAL qBL q¯CR q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CL q¯DL ) [(6,3) + (3,6)] (6,1) ⊗ (1,3) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (3,1)
D(6,3) SABEP CDE(qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DR ) [(6,3) + (3,6)] (3,3) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1,3)
D(8,8) SABEP CDE(qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DL ) [(8,8) + (8,8)] (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
D(10,1) ABESCDEP (qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DR ) [(10,1) + (1,10)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
D(6¯,3¯) ABESCDEP (qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DL ) [(6¯, 3¯) + (3¯, 6¯)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
D(3¯,6¯) ABESCDEP (qAL qBL q¯CR q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CL q¯DL ) [(3¯, 6¯) + (6¯, 3¯)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (1, 6¯) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (6¯,1)
D(15,3) ABESCDEP (qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DR ) [(15,3) + (3,15)] (3,3) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
D(8,8) ABESCDEP (qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DL ) [(8,8) + (8,8)] (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
T (27,1) SABCDU (qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DR ) [(27,1) + (1,27)] (6,1) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
T (15,3¯) SABCDU (qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DL ) [(15, 3¯) + (3¯,15)] (6,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
T (15,3) SABCDU (qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DR ) [(15,3) + (3,15)] (3,3) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1, 6¯)










































Again we find that the “left” and “right” can be interchanged
here.
The chiral multiplet T (3,3¯)/(3¯,3)1,2,4,5 all contain one pair of
quark and antiquark which has the same chirality and can be
combined to be a chiral singlet. This is just like adding one
chiral singlet quark-antiquark pair (q¯AL qAL + q¯ARqAR ) to the
lowest level q¯q chiral multiplet belonging to the representa-
tions [(3, 3¯)⊕ (3¯,3)] and [(3¯,3)⊕ (3, 3¯)]. In contrast, all the
quark-antiquark pairs contained in T (3¯,3)3 have the opposite
chirality, and so can not be chiral singlet. This makes T (3¯,3)3
much different from others.
We do the same procedures and find there are alto-
gether five [(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)] chiral multiplets T (8,1)1···5 and one
[(1,8) ⊕ (8,1)] multiplet T (1,8)6 :
T (8,1)1,N =
(
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Table 5 The flavor octet tetraquarks and their chiral structures
Tetraquarks Total expression Chiral rep. Diquark symmetry (qq ⊗ q¯q¯)
O(8,1) (δACλDBN − δBCλDAN − δADλCBN + δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DR ) [(8,1) + (1,8)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (1,3)
O(8,1) (δACλDBN − δBCλDAN + δADλCBN − δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DR ) [(8,1) + (1,8)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
O(8,1) (δACλDBN + δBCλDAN − δADλCBN − δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DR ) [(8,1) + (1,8)] (6,1) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (1,3)
O(8,1) (δACλDBN + δBCλDAN + δADλCBN + δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DR ) [(8,1) + (1,8)] (6,1) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
O(3,3¯) (δACλDBN − δBCλDAN )(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DL ) [(3, 3¯) + (3¯,3)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
O(6¯,3¯) (δACλDBN − δBCλDAN − 2δADλCBN + 2δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DL ) [(6¯, 3¯) + (3¯, 6¯)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
O(3,3¯) (δACλDBN + δBCλDAN )(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DL ) [(3, 3¯) + (3¯,3)] (6,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
O(15,3¯) (δADλCBN + δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CR q¯DL ) [(15, 3¯) + (3¯,15)] (6,1) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
O(3¯,3) (δACλDBN − δBCλDAN − δADλCBN + δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CR q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CL q¯DL ) [(3¯,3) + (3, 3¯)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (1,3) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (3,1)
O(3¯,6¯) (δACλDBN − δBCλDAN + δADλCBN − δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CR q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CL q¯DL ) [(3¯, 6¯) + (6¯, 3¯)] (3¯,1) ⊗ (1, 6¯) ⊕ (1, 3¯) ⊗ (6¯,1)
O(6,3) (δACλDBN + δBCλDAN − δADλCBN − δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CR q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CL q¯DL ) [(6,3) + (3,6)] (6,1) ⊗ (1,3) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (3,1)
O(6,6¯) (δACλDBN + δBCλDAN + δADλCBN + δBDλCAN )(qAL qBL q¯CR q¯DR + qARqBR q¯CL q¯DL ) [(6, 6¯) + (6¯,6)] (6,1) ⊗ (1, 6¯) ⊕ (1,6) ⊗ (6¯,1)
O(3¯,3) (δACλDBN − δADλCBN )(qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DR ) [(3¯,3) + (3, 3¯)] (3,3) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1,3)
O(6,3) (δACλDBN − δADλCBN − 2δBCλDAN + 2δBDλCAN )(qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DR ) [(6,3) + (3,6)] (3,3) ⊗ (3,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1,3)
O(3¯,3) (δACλDBN + δADλCBN )(qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DR ) [(3¯,3) + (3, 3¯)] (3,3) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
O(15,3) (δBCλDAN + δBDλCAN )(qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DL + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DR ) [(15,3) + (3,15)] (3,3) ⊗ (6¯,1) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (1, 6¯)
O(8,1) δBDλCAN (qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DL ) [(8,1) + (1,8)] (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
O(1,8) δACλDBN (qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DL ) [(1,8) + (8,1)] (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
O(8,8) δADλCBN (qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DL ) [(8,8) + (8,8)] (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
O(8,8) δBCλDAN (qAL qBR q¯CL q¯DR + qARqBL q¯CR q¯DL ) [(8,8) + (8,8)] (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯) ⊕ (3,3) ⊗ (3¯, 3¯)
T (8,1)2,N =
(




































































































All these six multiplets contain one pair of quark and anti-
quark which has the same chirality and can be combined to
be a chiral singlet.
4 Chiral transformation
4.1 Chiral transformation of mesons
Under the U(1)V , U(1)A, SU(3)V and SU(3)A chiral trans-
formations, the quark, q = ( qLqR
)
, transforms as




q = q + δq,
SU(3)V : q → exp(iλ · a)q = q + δaq,




q = q + δ5q,
SU(3)A : q → exp(iγ5λ · b)q = q + δb5q,
(27)
where λ are the eight Gell-Mann matrices; a0 is an infinites-
imal parameter for the U(1)V transformation, a the octet of
SU(3)V group parameters, b0 an infinitesimal parameter for
the U(1)A transformation, and b the octet of the chiral trans-







In this subsection we study the chiral transformation proper-
ties of quark-antiquark mesons. The chiral (flavor) structure
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of quark-antiquark mesons can be










































The mesons M(1,1)1 , M(8,1)2,N and M(3,3¯)3 belong to the chi-
ral representations [(1,1) ⊕ (1,1)], [(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)] and
[(3, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯,3)], respectively.
The U(1)V chiral transformation is trivial which counts






δa M(1,1)1 = 0,






δa M(8,1)2,M = 2aNfNMO M(8,1)2,O ,






δa S = 0,






δa OM = 2aNfNMO OO,
δb5 OM = 2ibNdNMOγ5OO + 43bMγ5S.
(37)
We note that these chiral transformation equations are dif-
ferent from those of the relevant meson currents (fields), but
their coefficients are similar. For example, the singlet me-
son field η ≡ q¯aAγ5qaA, belonging to the chiral representation






δb5η = 2ibN q¯aAλABN qaB,
(38)
where the coefficients 2ib0, 0 and 2ibN are similar to those
of Eqs. (36).
4.2 Chiral transformation of tetraquarks
In this subsection we study the chiral transformation prop-
erties of tetraquarks belonging to the “non-exotic” [(3¯,3) ⊕
(3, 3¯)] and [(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)] chiral representations. The cal-
culations are straightforward and so we only show the final
results here. The U(1)V chiral transformation is again trivial
which counts the quark number δTi = 0. The chiral transfor-






δa S1 = 0,





δ5OM1 = 2ib0γ5OM1 ,
δa OM1 = 2aNfNMO OO1 ,






δa S2 = 0,





δ5OM2 = 2ib0γ5OM2 ,
δa OM2 = 2aNfNMO OO2 ,






δa S4 = 0,





δ5OM4 = −2ib0γ5OM4 ,
δa OM4 = 2aNfNMO OO4 ,






δa S5 = 0,





δ5OM5 = −2ib0γ5OM5 ,
δa OM5 = 2aNfNMO OO5 ,
δb5 OM5 = −2ibNdNMOγ5OO5 − 43bMγ5S5.
(46)
These chiral transformation equations are the same as those
of (σ,π) belonging to the [(3¯,3)⊕ (3, 3¯)] chiral representa-
tion, or its mirror representation (Eqs. (36) and (37)). While
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δa S3 = 0,





δ5OM3 = 4ib0γ5OM3 ,
δa OM3 = 2aNfNMO OO3 ,
δb5 OM3 = −2ibNdNMOγ5OO3 + 43bMγ5S3.
(48)
We note that this is the only case which has a non-exotic
chiral representation but transforms differently from others
under chiral transformations. To obtain these equations we













































where TN8×10 and T
N
8×27 are the transition matrices satisfying
(TN8×10)MP = −(TM8×10)NP . We show their explicit forms in
Appendix.
The chiral transformations of T (8,1)1···5 are the same, while




δ5T (8,1)1···5,M = 0,
δa T (8,1)1···5,M = 2aNfNMO T (8,1)1···5,O,





δ5T (1,8)6,M = 0,
δa T (1,8)6,M = 2aNfNMO T (1,8)6,O ,
δb5 T (1,8)6,M = −2ibNfNMOγ5T (1,8)6,O .
(51)
These chiral transformations properties are the same as
those of (ρ, a1) belonging to the [(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)] chiral rep-
resentation, or its mirror representation (Eqs. (35)).
5 Tetraquark currents of JPC = 1−+
In the previous sections we have studied the chiral (fla-
vor) structure of tetraquarks. Those obtained flavor matri-
ces and chiral transformation equations can be used to con-
struct tetraquark currents and study their chiral transfor-
mation properties. We note that the chiral (flavor) struc-
ture of tetraquark currents is much more complicated than
their color and Lorentz structures, and so the construction
of tetraquark currents becomes easy (much easier) based on
the studies of previous sections. As an example, in this sec-
tion we show how to construct tetraquark currents of exotic
quantum numbers JPC = 1−+, but belonging to the “non-
exotic” chiral multiplet [(3¯,3) ⊕ (3, 3¯)].
The tetraquark currents of JPC = 1−+ have been listed
in Ref. [48], and so we just need to add the flavor matri-
ces properly. The chiral multiplets T (3,3¯)1 and T (3¯,3)4 both
contain the diquark and antidiquark having the antisymme-
try flavor structure 3¯f(qq) ⊗ 3f(q¯q¯), i.e., the flavor matrix
ABECDE . Inserting this matrix into Eqs. (2) of Ref. [16],
we obtain two independent flavor singlet tetraquark currents
(the superscript A is used to denote the antisymmetric flavor
structure):














S A2μ = ABECDE













where the sum over repeated indices (A,B, . . . for flavor
indices, a, b, . . . for color indices, and μ, ν, . . . for Dirac
spinor indices) is taken. C is the charge-conjugation matrix,
qaA and q
b





quarks. We can write them using the left- and right-handed
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quark fields qL = 1−γ52 q and qR = 1+γ52 q:



















































from which we find that these two currents belong to both
T (3,3¯)1 and T (3¯,3)4 . This is because these two chiral multi-
plets are related by the charge-conjugation transformation,
and so if we want to construct tetraquark currents having a
definite charge-conjugation parity, we need to use their com-
binations.
Inserting the flavor matrix (δACλDBN − δBCλDAN ) into
Eqs. (2) of Ref. [16], we obtain two flavor octet tetraquark



































We can verify that S A1μ and OA1μ,N belong to the same chi-
ral multiplet, while S A2μ and OA2μ,N belong to another chiral
multiplet.
The chiral multiplet T (3,3¯)2 and T (3¯,3)5 contains the di-
quark and the antidiquark having the symmetry flavor struc-
ture 6f(qq) ⊗ 6¯f(q¯q¯), i.e., the flavor matrix (δACδBD +
δBCδAD), and they are also related by the charge-
conjugation transformation. Inserting this matrix into
Eqs. (1) of Ref. [16], we obtain two independent flavor sin-
glet tetraquark currents (the superscript S is used to denote

































They can be written as



















































from which we find that these two currents belong to both
T (3,3¯)2 and T (3¯,3)5 .
Inserting the flavor matrix (δACλDBN + δBCλDAN ) into
Eqs. (1) of Ref. [16], we obtain two flavor octet tetraquark



































We can verify that S S1μ and OS1μ,N belong to the same chi-
ral multiplet, while S S2μ and OS2μ,N belong to another chiral
multiplet.
The chiral multiplet T (3,3¯)3 contains the diquark and
the antidiquark having the antisymmetry flavor structure
3¯f(qq) ⊗ 3f(q¯q¯). However, after inserting the flavor matrix
ABECDE into Eqs. (2) of Ref. [16], we obtain the same
tetraquark currents as Eqs. (52). We have verified that these
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two currents belonging to T (3,3¯)1 and T (3¯,3)4 . Therefore, there
are no tetraquark currents belonging to the chiral multiplet
T (3,3¯)3 , which have been proved to transform in an exotic
way under chiral transformations (see Eqs. (47) and (48)).
The chiral transformation properties of tetraquark cur-
rents are different from those equations obtained in Sect. 4
for the chiral space only, but their coefficients are similar.
For example, the chiral transformation equations of S A1μ are:














δa S A1μ = 0,

















= 2ibN O′A1μ,N ,
(58)
where S ′A1μ and O′A1μ,N are the tetraquark currents having
quantum numbers JPC = 1++ and belonging to the chiral
representation [(3, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯,3)] (indeed they also belong to
the chiral multiplets T (3,3¯)1 and T (3¯,3)4 ). Therefore, we have
shown that the formulae obtained in Sect. 4 can be easily ap-
plied to calculate the chiral transformation equations of the
relevant tetraquark currents. Moreover, since we have veri-
fied that there are no local tetraquark currents of JPC = 1−+
belonging to the chiral multiplet T (3,3¯)3 , we arrive at a con-
clusion that all the local tetraquark currents of JPC = 1−+
and [(3, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯,3)] transform in the way similarly to the
relevant quark–antiquark mesons of [(3, 3¯) ⊕ (3¯,3)].
Since in this paper we concentrate on the chiral (flavor)
structure of tetraquarks, we do not discuss tetraquark cur-
rents any more. We just note that these tetraquark currents
can be used in the methods of Lattice QCD and QCD sum
rule, and we shall also use them in our future QCD sum rule
studies.
6 Conclusion and summary
We have systematically investigated the chiral (flavor) struc-
ture of tetraquarks, and found all the chiral multiplets.
We only consider the chiral (flavor) structure and other
degrees of freedom remain undetermined. Then we con-
centrate on the tetraquarks belonging to the “non-exotic”
[(3¯,3)⊕ (3, 3¯)] and [(8,1)⊕ (1,8)] chiral multiplets as well
as their mirror multiplets, which have the same representa-
tions as the lowest level q¯q chiral multiplets. We have stud-
ied their behaviors under the U(1)V , U(1)A, SU(3)V and
SU(3)A chiral transformations. We find that most of them
contain one pair of quark and antiquark which have the same
chirality and can be combined to be a chiral singlet, and so
they can be constructed by adding one chiral singlet quark-
antiquark pair to the lowest level q¯q chiral multiplets. Con-
sequently, under chiral transformations they transform ex-
actly like the lowest level [(3¯,3) ⊕ (3, 3¯)] chiral multiplet
(σ,π) and the [(8,1)⊕(1,8)] chiral multiplet (ρ, a1). There
is only one exception, T (3¯,3)3 , whose quark-antiquark pairs
all have the opposite chirality, and it transforms differently
from other [(3¯,3) ⊕ (3, 3¯)] chiral multiplets.
The flavor matrices and chiral transformation equations
obtained in the chiral (flavor) space of tetraquarks can be
used to construct tetraquark currents and study their chi-
ral transformation properties. As an example, we construct
tetraquark currents of exotic quantum numbers JPC = 1−+,
but belonging to the “non-exotic” chiral multiplet [(3¯,3) ⊕
(3, 3¯)]. We also calculate the chiral transformation equa-
tions of one tetraquark current S A1μ, and find the coeffi-
cients of these equations (Eqs. (58)) are similar to those for
tetraquarks belonging to the same chiral multiplet [(3¯,3) ⊕
(3, 3¯)], but obtained in the chiral space only (Eqs. (39)).
Since there are always multi-quark components in the
Fock space expansion of physical hadron states, it is worth
studying what remains unchanged in this expansion. In this
paper we have shown that as long as the tetraquark and the
q¯q meson belong to the same chiral representation and the
tetraquark contains one quark and one antiquark having the
same chirality (q¯LqL + q¯RqR), they transform in the same
way under chiral transformations. We find that among the
five [(3¯,3) ⊕ (3, 3¯)] and six [(8,1) ⊕ (1,8)] tetraquark chi-
ral multiplets shown in Tables 3 and 5, ten of them satisfy
this condition.
This study is for the tetraquark case, the pentaquark case
is also interesting, which we shall study in the future. We
shall also perform chiral transformations on other exotic
tetraquarks in order to make a complete analysis, which is
more complicated and takes more time.
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Appendix: Transition matrices
Since it takes much more space to show the transition ma-
trices TN8×10, we show the conjugate-transpose ones TN†8×10
here
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Since it takes much more space to show the transition ma-
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